City Registration Closes Wednesday; County Books Close April 30.
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Fresh Revolution Starts in Mexico
Klamath Women Start Anti-Fly Campaign

LOWER CALIFORNIA IS SCENE OF LATEST OUTBREAK; NEWS HELD UP ON ACCOUNT OF LACK OF TELEGRAPHS

O. E. WILEY IS OPPOSING GOWEN

LOCAL ATTORNEY FILES HIS APPEAL FOR JUDGMENT OF JUSTICE OF THE PEACE ON ACCUSATION OF MURDER

WASHINGTON U. WINS VARSITY FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP

CAPITAL CONSUMPTION IN合いTABLE TRENDS REPORTED IN AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT

Many Thousands Witness the Victory of the Northern Pacific in California

Bryan and Chinda Confering Regarding Immigration Bill

Klamath Gets Much Attention in Pacific Coast Guide Book

Just such information about Oregon, California and the entire Pacific Coast as the tourist and the 1915 exposition visitor will need most urgently has been found in the book just published by the Pacific coast company under the title of "California and the Pacific Coast for the Tourist."

The Klamath county and Oregon Lakes National Park are given especial mention, the book cover being a large and attractive map. There are in addition other prominent business men who have written "Les Pits," Ray C. Richards, "Adventures of Oregon Southern Oregon in Attaining Tourist Favor"; Professor W. A. Del Monte, "The Other Side of the Question," and various other similar works, but in these cases, the information is confined to the eastern part of the state. Another feature of the publication is a lumber list, backed by the service of the directors of the Chamber of Commerce. The advertisement is free, and there will be an "open to all" to the lumbermen, giving ideas, plans and experience. As a compilation of information, the book is intended to serve as a guide by which native and experienced visitor may measure his time, and the special section on the wildfowl is of especial interest to the tourist. The book which has striking front and back cover is available by good roads for home use.

Second Medal Contest

W. C. T. U. to Award Another Declaration Trophy

Another silver medal contest is to be held in honor of the W. C. T. U. in this area. The subject of the essay which is to be written by the students belonging to the W. C. T. U. is "What is the W. C. T. U. and what are its objectives?"

TEAM AND SCRAPPERS ARE DOING A BOSS JOB WITH LIGHT FURNISHING FOR THIS WORK

The new issue of "Forest Service" for the wholesale lumber trade is now printing, and those acting as wholesalers are doing a boss job with its light furnishing. The book is a work of importance to every business man in the lumber business, and is most popular in all business circles. The book contains a great deal of information about the lumber trade and the growth of the industry.

Many Are to Submit Bids on the Horsefly

CIVIC LEAGUE IS ALIGNED AGAINST FLY; PRIZES SET OVER TWENTY DOLLARS TO THE BEST EXHIBITION


Tuesday Program Is Set

Several Set Speeches Are Prepared by Celebrities

Tuesday night's meeting of the library trustees of the city of Klamath will be a busy one, and probably the largest one in the history of the city. The program includes the following:

"Lazulite," Ray C. Richards, "Advantages of Oregon Southern Oregon in Attaining Tourist Favor"; Professor W. A. Del Monte, "The Other Side of the Question," and various other similar works, but in these cases, the information is confined to the eastern part of the state. Another feature of the publication is a lumber list, backed by the service of the directors of the Chamber of Commerce. The advertisement is free, and there will be an "open to all" to the lumbermen, giving ideas, plans and experience. As a compilation of information, the book is intended to serve as a guide by which native and experienced visitor may measure his time, and the special section on the wildfowl is of especial interest to the tourist. The book which has striking front and back cover is available by good roads for home use.

The book which has striking front and back cover is available by good roads for home use.